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Emirates to launch daily flights to Tel Aviv

- A Monitor Desk Report Date: 06 November, 2021

Emirates, the Dubai based airline is going to launch an each day continuous flight
between Dubai and Tel Aviv (Israel) from December 6.
 
To boost commerce flows between each nation, the UAE and Israel proceeds to
develop higher financial cooperation to drive development throughout a variety of
sectors.

With the brand new each day flights, Israeli travellers will have the ability to join
safely, seamlessly and effectively to Dubai and thru Dubai to Emirates’
international route community of over 120 locations.

The flight timings to & from Tel Aviv will supply travellers handy entry to main
leisure locations past Dubai like Thailand, the Indian Ocean Islands and South
Africa, amongst others.

Moreover, the brand new flights introduce handy inbound connections to Tel Aviv
from near 30 Emirates gateways throughout Australia, the US, Brazil, Mexico, India
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and South Africa, all house to a number of the largest Jewish communities on the
earth. 

Travellers from the USA seeking to cease in Dubai earlier than embarking on their
onwards journey to Tel Aviv can avail the Dubai Cease Over bundle, which
incorporates stays at world-class resorts, sightseeing, and different actions.

Emirates’ new flights may also enhance connections for enterprise communities in
each nations, creating new channels to community and forge funding alternatives
throughout industries. 
With the opening of visa-free journey between each nations and the easing of
restrictions throughout the Emirates community, the brand new companies will
meet future journey demand out and in of Tel Aviv, the airline stated.

Adnan Kazim, Chief Business Officer, Emirates Airline said, Emirates is happy to
announce Tel Aviv, one of many area’s key gateways, as its latest vacation spot. 

“We additionally stay up for welcoming extra enterprise and leisure travellers from
Israel to Dubai, and onwards to different locations on Emirates’ community, he
added.”
 


